
      Epping Forest District Council                                          
      Final Committee Agenda                                                                                         DC.AID 
      For Committee meeting on: 27/07/2005                                                                  PCR2/1.8 
      Decision Level: Development Committee and Plans Sub-committee    
      ___________________________________________________________________________ 
      APPLICATION No: EPF/2260/04                             Report Item No: 1       
 
      SITE ADDRESS:                                                       PARISH:  The Rodings                              
      HALES FARM, NETHER STREET, ABBESS RODING                        
                                                                      
      APPLICANT: Mr & Mrs J Cook 
 
      DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL:  
      Conversion of farm buildings into three live/work units,        
      comprising of workspace area and one each of one bed, two bed   
      and four bed accommodation.                                     
 
 
      RECOMMENDED DECISION: Grant Permission                       
 
     1.   To be commenced within 5 years.          
 
     2.   The workspace shall be used solely for a use falling within Class B1 of 
           the Schedule of the Town & Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987, or  
           in any provision equivalent to that Class in any Statutory Instrument     
           revoking or re-enacting that Order.                                       
                                                                                 
     3.   Materials of construction to be agreed.  
 
     4.   Erection of screen walls/fences.         
 
     5.   Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town & Country Planning General 
           Permitted Development Order 1995 (or of any equivalent provision in any   
           Statutory Instrument revoking or re-enacting that Order), the garage(s)   
           hereby approved shall be retained so that it is capable of allowing the   
           parking of cars together with any ancillary storage in connection with    
           the residential use of the site, and shall at no time be converted into   
           a room or used for any other purpose.                                     
                                                                                 
      6.   Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning General 
           Permitted Development Order 1995 as amended (or any other order revoking, 
           further amending or re-enacting that order) no development generally      
           permitted by virtue of Part 1, Classes A - G shall be undertaken without  
           the prior written permission of the Local Planning Authority.             
                                                                                     
     7.   Submission of a landscape scheme.        
 
     8.   The development shall be carried out in accordance with the amended 
           plans received on 12 July 2005 unless otherwise agreed in writing with    
           the Local Planning Authority.                                             
      
 
 
 
                                                                             



      9.   The workspace and office area for the three properties identified on 
           the approved plans shall remain as workspace areas in B1 use only and     
           shall not be used for residential purposes at any time, and shall not be  
           used by any persons other than those residing within the associated       
           residential properties at Hales Farm.                                     
                                                                                     
.                                       
 
      Description of Proposal:                                              
                                                                            
      The application is for the alteration and conversion of               
      existing disused agricultural buildings to three 'live/work'          
      units, each with both residential and business (B1)                   
      accommodation and use.  The works include removal of 6                
      individual barns and groups of outbuildings (total 294 sq m),         
      and external alterations - including blocking in of 2 windows         
      of Building C, and new glazed entrance door/screen.  The              
      former cartshed fronting Nether Street (B184) is to be                
      converted to 3 covered parking spaces.                                
      The buildings, which it is proposed to convert, are three             
      groups of barns.  The largest (Building 'C') is a 1930's              
      blockwork structure, white painted which is understood to have        
      replaced a much older barn on the same 'footprint'.  This is a        
      substantial 2 storey building with corrugated pitched roof, and       
      the upper level nearly as extensive as the ground floor.              
                                                                            
      Of the other two narrow building groups comprising the intended       
      3 units, that lying alongside Nether Street is the oldest, with       
      part (Building 'A') dating from the late 16th century, and the        
      remainder (Building 'B') more modern.  Both are weatherboarded.       
                                                                            
      Their condition is reasonably sound.  The earlier part has            
      several features of architectural interest helping to affirm          
      its age, including structural posts, floor joists and other           
      timbers and even some surviving wattle and daub.  This is the         
      only building, apart from the 1930's barn with an upper floor.        
      The third group, adjoining the track away from the main road,         
      are also timber boarded with corrugated roofing in need of            
      replacement.  The end block of Building 'D' dates from the late       
      18th or early 19th century, and is weatherboarded and of              
      similar narrow floor plan and scale as the much older Building        
      'A'.  The remainder of Building D is a narrow former cattle           
      shed.                                                                 
                                                                            
      The main reconstruction envisaged therefore is re-roofing.            
                                                                            
       
      Description of Site:                                                  
                                                                            
      The site is an irregular shaped area of land adjoining Hales          
      Farmhouse and within the former farm holding, now sold off and        
      administered separately.  Hales Farm is a Grade II listed             
      building.  The site shares its access from Nether Street with         
      the farmhouse, along an unmetalled driveway running to the            
      north of the outbuildings, then curving around them to end in         



      an informal parking area.  These farm buildings were last             
      actively used in the early 1990's, for pig rearing.  Adjacent         
      fields are cultivated for arable production.                          
                                                                            
      The site is relatively isolated, lying around 3m NE of Abbess         
      Roding, and a similar distance away from Leaden Roding                
      (Uttlesford), which has some local facilities.                        
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Relevant History:                                                     
                                                                            
      EPF/1030/96 - Change of use of agricultural building for the          
      restoration of furniture - Approved.  This relates to the             
      easternmost barn of modern prefabricated construction                 
      (proposed for demolition).                                            
      EPF/1547/81 - Stationing of caravan - Refused                         
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Policies Applied:                                                     
                                                                            
      Local Plan Policies:                                                  
      GB2, GB8 Green Belt                                                   
      HC10, HC13 Listed buildings.                                          
      LL7, LL10, LL11  Landscaping.                                         
      DBE9 Effect on neighbours                                             
      T17 Traffic.                                                          
                                                                            
      Structure Plan Policies:                                              
      RE2 Re-use of rural buildings                                         
      C2 Development within MGB                                             
      H2 sequential approach to housing development                         
      CS4 Sustainable new development                                       
      HC3 protecting listed buildings and their settings.                   
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Issues and Considerations:                                            
                                                                            
      The main issues here are considered to be whether the proposal        
      is acceptable in terms of the impact upon the Green Belt, the         
      effect on the setting of the listed building, any impact on the       
      neighbouring house, highway safety implications and the               
      sustainability of the site for residential purposes.                  
                                                                            
      Green Belt                                                            
                                                                            
      Policy GB2 (viii) enables a change of use to be considered            
      where it is in accordance with another Green Belt policy.             
                                                                            
      Policy GB8 (i) of the Local Plan allows for the conversion of         
      buildings where they are permanent, substantial, capable of           
      conversion without major reconstruction and in keeping with           
      their general surroundings.                                           
                                                                            
      A structural and condition survey submitted with the                  
      application indicates that the barns are capable of conversion,       



      subject to re-roofing (including new rafters), repair or              
      replacement of any timber found to be locally decayed timber,         
      new concrete slabs and damp proof course.  The report sets out        
      structural calculations, although it does not detail all works        
      necessary for new services or the minor alterations to layout         
      involved.  Although some work would be required to convert the        
      buildings, there is no evidence of extensive ongoing structural       
      movement.  It is considered that the works envisaged, although        
      quite extensive do not amount to major reconstruction.                
                                                                            
      The group of buildings is of some interest and the two wings of       
      traditional barn scale contrast with the landmark two storey          
      end building.  As such they are in keeping with their rural           
      surroundings and the listed Hales Farmhouse.  The existing            
      mature yew and evergreen trees to the north of the buildings          
      are now to be retained and further screen planting added around       
      the new garden areas of 2 of the units (the third to be in the        
      internal courtyard), improving the present rather open aspect         
      of the driveway and parking area across neighbouring fields.          
                                                                            
      Policy GB8 continues at (ii) that if the first requirement is         
      met, then the new use should be one that is associated with           
      open uses acceptable in the Green Belt, or commercial                 
      activities of benefit to the local area involving recreation or       
      tourism, or business or commercial uses which would not involve       
      open storage or significant vehicle parking.                          
                                                                            
      In this case the applicant's agent argues that the buildings          
      are not suitable for modern agricultural uses, and in any case        
      the land has been sold away and they are situated close to the        
      residential property at Hales Farm.                                   
                                                                            
      Policy GB8 (ii) goes on to state that residential use will only       
      be accepted where the building is unsuitable for the other uses       
      set out above, but where the council considers it desirable           
      that the buildings be brought back into beneficial use.               
                                                                            
      In this instance one of the buildings is quite substantial and        
      prominent, and the others are single storey vernacular barn           
      buildings within the curtilage of a listed building.  The             
      buildings are too extensive to be reasonably used only as             
      storage or other ancillary activity in connection with the            
      existing dwelling, and they have clearly remained unused for          
      any agricultural use for a significant period of time.  The           
      proposal for live/work units offers the opportunity to regain         
      economic use with a measure of employment activity, whilst            
      reducing journey to work movements.  The area is served by            
      broadband Internet services.                                          
                                                                            
      Finally in relation to GB8(ii), the access onto Nether Street         
      (B184) is on an unrestricted section of the main road, north of       
      a bend with poor visibility that results in some danger               
      particularly in egress to the north, as confirmed by the              
      Engineering service.  Intensified use of the access by                
      slow-moving commercial vehicles, as would probably be the case        



      with a wholly business conversion would therefore be                  
      undesirable.  Due to the floorspace of the barns (approximately       
      422 square metres), Local Plan standards would call for up to         
      17 parking spaces (2 + 1 per 15 sq m), compared with a maximum        
      of 7 spaces (6 proposed) for the 3 live/work units (based on          
      residential as the larger use).  More frequent deliveries would       
      also be required for an all-business use, with the sub-standard       
      access visibility.  Historically, the applicant reckons that up       
      to 184 vehicle movements per week were generated by the               
      agricultural activities, compared with an estimate of around 84       
      weekly (virtually all car) for the current application                
      proposals.                                                            
                                                                            
      Policy GB8(iii), the last relevant sub-section envisages              
      potential for appropriate benefits to Green Belt or countryside       
      objectives.  A total of 294 sq m of more modern outbuildings          
      are to be demolished, some in poor physical condition and none        
      of visual merit.  This would reduce the outbuildings at Hales         
      Farm by 43%, in an open countryside location, which would be of       
      demonstrable Green Belt policy benefit.                               
                                                                            
      Listed Building Considerations:                                       
                                                                            
      The outbuildings are not listed in their own right but are            
      "curtilage buildings" of the late 16th century house (Building        
      A being apparently of at least the same age) and so listed            
      building consent is required for work to them.  A separate            
      Listed Building application has been submitted and is next on         
      the agenda.  The Council's Conservation Officer has inspected         
      the buildings and (following amendment to the alterations for         
      Building A) is now satisfied that the works are sympathetic to        
      their rural character and appearance, and not detrimental to          
      the setting of the listed farmhouse.  The conversion is               
      'natural', keeping the layout of all existing spaces with the         
      sole exception of Building A, where a vertical division is            
      proposed which maintains the full height of the area up to the        
      existing mezzanine floor.  A relatively small number of               
      additional openings are involved, some facing in to the inner         
      courtyard and none detracting from the overall rural character        
      of the group, or the special character of the listed                  
      house.                                                                
                                                                            
      Impact on neighbours                                                  
                                                                            
      The only property affected is the farmhouse itself.  As the           
      business activity would be likely to be office-based, and would       
      in any case be associated with living accommodation, no               
      significant adverse impact is envisaged.                              
                                                                            
      Highway Issues                                                        
                                                                            
      For the reasons of visibility already referred to, the Highway        
      Authority has no objections to this proposal.  A condition is         
      requested to secure covered cycle and motorcycle parking, and         
      there is room in the buildings for some provision, as well as         



      around the curtilage.  Ample parking is available within the          
      site.                                                                 
                                                                            
      Sustainability                                                        
                                                                            
      The site is separated from Abbess Roding, itself a hamlet with        
      a church but no shops or services.  Just over a mile away,            
      however, Leaden Roding does have a primary school, convenience        
      store and public house, with an hourly weekday bus service            
      between Harlow and Chelmsford running within 400m of Hales            
      Farm.  It is clear that occupiers would rely on the car for           
      access to work, shops and other facilities, but only one of the       
      units is now of family size, which reduces the range of               
      facilities such as schools that would be needed.  The                 
      development would enable working from home to reduce traffic          
      movements, compared with either previous agricultural or              
      potential business uses that would both be likely to have staff       
      coming in by car from the wider area.  This small-scale change        
      of use is seen as assisting implementation of transport               
      sustainability.                                                       
                                                                            
      Conclusion                                                            
                                                                            
      It is considered that this relatively small-scale change of use       
      to three live/work units is acceptable in Green Belt terms.           
      There are no amenity impacts, and there are practical benefits        
      in removal of nearly half the ground floor area of outbuildings       
      in the rural curtilage of the listed building. The traffic            
      movements, will be fewer and involve mainly cars, which would         
      better suit the dangerous location on the                             
      B184 than business uses, and the mainly non-family                    
      accommodation minimises the need to rely on facilities further        
      away in the nearest town of Ongar.                                    
                                                                            
      Permission is recommended.                                            
                                                                            
                                                                            
  
 
      SUMMARY OF REPRESENTATIONS:  
      PARISH COUNCIL- No objection.                                         



      



      Epping Forest District Council                                          
      Final Committee Agenda                                                                                         DC.AID 
      For Committee meeting on: 27/07/2005                                                                  PCR2/1.8 
      Decision Level: Development Committee and Plans Sub-committee    
      ___________________________________________________________________________ 
      APPLICATION No: LB/EPF/359/05                           Report Item No: 2       
 
      SITE ADDRESS:                                                       PARISH:  The Rodings                              
      HALES FARM, NETHER STREET, ABBESS RODING                        
                                                                      
      APPLICANT: Mr and Mrs J Cook 
 
      DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL:  
      Grade II Listed Building application for the conversion of farm 
      buildings within the curtilage of the listed building.          
 
 
      RECOMMENDED DECISION: Grant Permission                       
 
     1.   To be commenced within 5 years           
 
     2.   The development shall be carried out in accordance with the amended 
           plans received on 12 July 2005 unless otherwise agreed in writing with    
           the Local Planning Authority.                                             
                                                                                     
     3.   Materials of construction to be agreed.  
 
     4.   Additional drawings that show details of proposed new windows, doors, 
           rooflights, eaves, verges, fascias, cills, structural openings and        
           junctions with the existing building, by sections and elevation at scales 
           between 1:20 and 1:1 as appropriate, shall be submitted to and approved   
           by the Local Planning Authority in writing prior to the commencement of   
           any works.                                                                
                                                                                     
 
 
      Description of Proposal:                                              
                                                                            
      This is the application for listed building consent that              
      accompanies the application reported in the previous item.            
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Policies Applied:                                                     
                                                                            
      Local Plan                                                            
      HC10, HC13 listed buildings.                                          
      Structure Plan                                                        
      HC3 protecting listed buildings and their settings.                   
                                                                            
                      
      Issues and Considerations:                                            
                                                                            
      The outbuildings are not listed in their own right but are            
      "curtilage buildings" of the late 16th century house (Building        
      A being apparently of at least the same age) and so listed            



      building consent is required for work to them.  The Council's         
      Conservation Officer has inspected the buildings and (following       
      amendment to the alterations for Building A) is now satisfied         
      that the works are sympathetic to their rural character and           
      appearance, and not detrimental to the setting of the listed          
      farmhouse.                                                            
                                                                            
      The conversion is 'natural', keeping the layout of all existing       
      spaces with the sole exception of Building A, where a vertical        
      division is proposed which maintains the full height of the           
      area up to the existing mezzanine floor.  A relatively small          
      number of additional openings are involved, some facing in to         
      the inner courtyard and none detracting from the overall rural        
      character of the group, or the special character of the listed        
      house.                                                                
                                                                            
      It is therefore considered that the proposals will make only          
      relatively minor alteration to the present character and              
      appearance of the outbuildings, retaining the rural design and        
      materials of the more traditional barns and not affecting the         
      different character of the landmark 1930's white barn.                
                                                                            
      Listed building consent is recommended.                               
                                                                            
  
 
      SUMMARY OF REPRESENTATIONS:  
      PARISH COUNCIL - No objection.                                        



      Epping Forest District Council                                          
      Final Committee Agenda                                                                                         DC.AID 
      For Committee meeting on: 27/07/2005                                                                  PCR2/1.8 
      Decision Level: Development Committee and Plans Sub-committee    
      ___________________________________________________________________________ 
      APPLICATION No: EPF/866/04                              Report Item No: 3       
 
      SITE ADDRESS:                                              PARISH:  Moreton, Bobbingworth & The Lavers       
      LONGFIELDS, WEALD BRIDGE ROAD, MAGDALEN LAVER                   
                                                                      
      APPLICANT: Mr & Mrs Garrett 
 
      DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL:  
      Detached games room / gym.                                      
 
   
      RECOMMENDED DECISION: Grant Permission                       
 
     1.   To be commenced within 5 years.          
 
     2.   Materials of construction to be agreed.  
 
     3.   Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning General 
           Permitted Development Order 1995 as amended (or any other order revoking, 
           further amending or re-enacting that order) no development generally      
           permitted by virtue of Part 1, Class E shall be undertaken without        
           the prior written permission of the Local Planning Authority.             
                                                                                     
 
 
      Description of Proposal:                                              
                                                                            
      Erection of a detached games room.  The proposed building             
      measures 6.5m wide by 8m deep, with a steep pitched roof with a       
      ridge height of 5m.  It has been designed with a small gable          
      feature to the front.                                                 
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Description of Site:                                                  
                                                                            
      The proposed building is to be located within the side garden         
      area of a detached two storey dwelling situated on the western        
      side of Weald Bridge Road, within a ribbon of residential             
      development.  The house has a very large garden, the plot being       
      about 30m wide by about 150m deep.                                    
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Relevant History:                                                     
                                                                            
      The original house was approved in 1950, with extension               
      approved in 1962, 1971 and 1995.  An application for an               
      additional dwelling on the site was refused in 1987.                  
                                                                            
       
 



      Policies Applied:                                                     
                                                                            
      Local Plan Policies GB2 and DBE4 are most relevant.                   
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Issues and Considerations:                                            
                                                                            
      The main issue in this case is the impact of the building             
      within the Green Belt.                                                
                                                                            
      The local plan allows for outbuildings within the Green Belt to       
      be considered on their individual merits bearing in mind their        
      impact on the openness of the Green Belt.                             
                                                                            
      There is already a garage at the site and two outbuildings            
      within the rear garden, which were constructed as permitted           
      development.  This proposal is for a sizeable building, albeit        
      reduced following negotiation, that has the look of a small           
      bungalow, located on the existing building line, such that it         
      has a considerable visual impact and impact on the openness of        
      the area, partially infilling the present significant gap             
      between this dwelling and the neighbouring property to the            
      south.                                                                
                                                                            
      However, material to the consideration of this application is         
      the fact that a building with a lower ridge height could be           
      constructed in this position without the need for planning            
      consent, and indeed, up to half the extensive garden area of          
      the property could be covered with outbuildings up to 4 metres        
      in height, but the applicant wished to achieve a design that          
      was in keeping with the existing house, and therefore opted for       
      a steeply pitched roof to utilise the same roof tiles as the          
      house.                                                                
                                                                            
      Following discussion with the applicant it was considered that        
      the proposed development was inappropriate within the green           
      belt but that it could be recommended for approval subject to         
      the imposition of condition removing the existing permitted           
      development rights for outbuildings within the garden, to             
      prevent the prospect of a future proliferation of development         
      within the site.                                                      
                                                                            
      On balance therefore and subject to such a condition, which           
      will protect this area from any further encroachment the              
      application is recommended for approval.                              
                                                                            
                                                                            
      SUMMARY OF REPRESENTATIONS:  
      Comments on original scheme                                           
                                                                            
      PARISH COUNCIL - The proposed development appears equivalent to       
      a new house in size and as such is contrary to Green Belt             
      Policy.  Overdevelopment in the Green Belt.  The Parish Council       
      deplores the absence of the three main dimensions on the              
      drawing supplied.  This makes the decision more difficult and         



      scaling from photo-processed drawings is unacceptably                 
      inaccurate for major development.                                     
                                                                            
      NB the plans submitted were drawn accurately to scale and there       
      is no requirement in the legislation for dimensions to be             
      marked, only for a scale to be clearly indicated.  Photocopied        
      drawings are accepted as accurate unless enlarged or reduced.         
                                                                            
      Comment on revised plans                                              
                                                                            
      PARISH COUNCIL - Objection.  Excessive development in the Green       
      Belt.  No special circumstances have been given to waive MGB          
      policy.                                                               
                                                                            
                                                                            
                                                                            
                                                                            



       



      Epping Forest District Council                                          
      Final Committee Agenda                                                                                         DC.AID 
      For Committee meeting on: 27/07/2005                                                                  PCR2/1.8 
      Decision Level: Development Committee and Plans Sub-committee    
      ___________________________________________________________________________ 
      APPLICATION No: EPF/760/05                              Report Item No: 4       
 
      SITE ADDRESS:                                                       PARISH:  Ongar                                    
      SMITH'S BRASSERIE, FYFIELD ROAD, ONGAR                          
                                                                      
      APPLICANT:  The Portet Pension Fund 
 
       DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL:  
      Outline planning permission to demolish existing building and   
      car park, and erection of 20 no. flats with associated parking. 
 
      RECOMMENDED DECISION: Grant Permission                       
 
 
     1.   Application for the approval of details reserved by this permission 
           (siting, design, external appearance and landscaping of the site) must    
           be made not later than the expiration of three years from the date of     
           this Notice.  The development hereby permitted must be begun not later    
           than whichever is the later of the following dates:                       
                                                                                     
           (a) The expiration of five years from the date of this Notice.            
                                                                                     
           (b) The expiration of two years from the date of the final approval of    
           the details reserved by this permission or, in the case of approval on    
           different dates, the final approval of the last matter approved.          
                                                                                     
 
     2.   Approval of the details of the siting, design and external appearance of 
           the building and soft and hard landscaping of the site (hereinafter       
           called the reserved matters) shall be obtained in writing from the Local  
           Planning Authority before any development begins.                         
                                                                                     
                    
     3.   No development shall commence until a scheme to prevent direct 
           overlooking of nos. 2, 4, and 6 Moreton Road from windows above      
           ground floor ceiling height on the west elevation of any building in the  
           southern part of the site, has been submitted to and approved in writing  
           by the Local Planning Authority.  The approved scheme shall be carried    
           out and implemented as agreed before first commencement of any of the     
           flats served by these windows.                                            
                                                                                     
                                  
     4.   A flood risk assessment shall be submitted to and approved by the Local 
           Planning Authority prior to commencement of development.  The assessment  
           shall include calculations of increased run-off and associated volume of  
           storm detention using Windes or other similar programme.  The approved    
           measures shall be undertaken prior to the first occupation of the         
           building hereby approved and shall be adequately maintained.              
                                                                                     
 



     5.   No construction work or deliveries into the site shall take place other 
           than between the hours of 07.30 to 18.30 on Monday to Friday and 08.00 to 
           13.00 hours on Saturdays unless agreed otherwise in writing by the Local  
           Planning Authority.  No construction work or deliveries shall take place  
           on Sundays, Bank or Public Holidays unless otherwise agreed in writing by 
           the Local Planning Authority.                                             
                                                                                     
  
     6.   Details of cycle and motorcycle parking shall be submitted and agreed in 
           writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to work commencing on site. 
           The details as agreed shall be carried out and implemented before first  
           occupation of any of the flats hereby approved.                           
                                                                                     
  
     7.   No development hereby approved shall take place until measures to enable 
           the provision of highway improvements to the local area, necessitated by  
           this development, are secured.                                            
                                                                                     
 
     8.   Details for the closure of the existing vehicular crossover and the 
           proposed new crossover and entrance shall be submitted to and agreed in   
           writing by the Local Planning Authority, prior to work first commencing   
           on site.                                                                  
                                                                                     
 
 
      Description of Proposal:                                              
                                                                            
      Outline planning permission sought for a residential                  
      development comprising of 20 flats.  The detail of the                
      development is reserved for future approval outside the scope         
      of this application, except for means of access, which is to be       
      considered at this stage and is shown to be in the centre of          
      the site served from Fyfield Road.                                    
                                                                            
      Indicative plans show a profile of a two storey building              
      providing 20 x 2 bedroom flats finished with a hipped roof.           
      Some accommodation to be in the roof space (around 4 flats) and       
      the proposal would follow the frontage of the site, surrounded        
      by soft landscaping with parking for 27 cars and a                    
      bicycle store at the rear.                                            
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Description of Site:                                                  
                                                                            
      Site currently occupied by a two storey restaurant building at        
      the southern end of the site with the remainder larger area to        
      the north predominantly laid out for parking with access into         
      Fyfield Road.  There is a disused bowling green beyond a high         
      fence immediately west of the site, Ongar War Memorial Hospital       
      immediately beyond protected trees on the northern boundary but       
      otherwise the surrounding area is predominantly residential,          
      including a recent redevelopment of the former Ongar                  
      Comprehensive School opposite (The Gables).  Elderly person           
      flatted accommodation (Finch Court) lies north-west of the            



      site, beyond the bowling green.                                       
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Relevant History:                                                     
                                                                            
      The current restaurant has had a number of planning permissions       
      for extensions which have been built but are not relevant to          
      the outcome of this application.                                      
                                                                            
      EPF/604/05 - Members will recall at the last meeting of Area          
      Plans Sub-Committee C, held on 29/6/05, their approval of a renewal       
      of outline planning permission for the change of use of former        
      bowling green to residential to provide three single storey           
      dwellings and extension to restaurant car park on the adjacent        
      site.  The background to this is that an outline application          
      (EPF/399/01) was originally ALLOWED on appeal by the Planning         
      Inspector in 2002.                                                    
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Relevant Policies:                                                    
                                                                            
      Structure Plan policies:-                                             
      H3 - Location of residential development                              
      H4 - Form of new residential developments                             
      CS1 - Sustainable urban regeneration                                  
      BE1 - Urban Intensification                                           
                                                                            
      Local Plan policies:-                                                 
      DBE1 - new buildings respect their settings and surroundings          
      DBE2 and DBE9 - Protect neighbouring properties from an excess        
      loss of amenity                                                       
      T14 - Parking                                                         
      T17 - New Access criteria                                             
      LL7-LL10 - Protection of Trees                                        
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Issues and Considerations:                                            
                                                                            
      The main issues are (1) the impact of the proposal upon the           
      amenities of neighbouring occupiers in terms of outlook, light        
      and privacy, (2) the character and appearance of the street           
      scene, (3) parking and access and (4) retention of protected          
      trees on the northern boundary.                                       
                                                                            
      (1) Living Conditions of Existing Neighbours                          
                                                                            
      There has been a mixed reaction from local residents in respect       
      of this proposal.  On the one hand there is the benefit of            
      removing the current restaurant facility which attracts quite a       
      lot of customers, particularly at the weekend and evenings and        
      judging by some of the neighbours comments, causing particular        
      noise and disturbance late into the night and early hours of          
      the morning when customers leave.  On the other hand, the             
      proposed development will spread across the site and introduce        
      built development, windows and more general movement                  



      throughout the day.                                                   
                                                                            
      In terms of comings and goings to the proposed flats, this is         
      unlikely to cause any more overall disruption than the current        
      restaurant and car park and compared to the latter’s peak time,        
      will be considerably less.  Residential development has already       
      been granted on the bowling green behind the site and as the          
      proposal is on a road frontage, the residents opposite in The         
      Gables and approx. 50 metres away and those beyond the bowling        
      green, at Finch Court will not be unduly affected.  The               
      inhabitants of the Memorial Hospital will not suffer loss of          
      amenity as the proposal will be to the side of the end wall of        
      this building and a reasonable 12-13 metres away.                     
                                                                            
      The neighbouring houses adjacent to the west in Moreton Road          
      have the restaurant building in their view and proximity.  The        
      presence of a replacement building of similar height in this          
      location would not harm outlook or light to these properties,         
      however rear facing habitable room windows could result in loss       
      of privacy to the rear gardens of occupiers of nos. 2,4 and 6         
      Moreton Road.  The indicative plans show directional windows          
      angled obliquely away from these properties and this would            
      safeguard against any potential loss of privacy.                      
                                                                            
      (2) Character and Appearance                                          
                                                                            
      This is a prominent location in a mainly residential area of          
      mixed character which includes a wide variety of dwelling             
      types.  There is a predominance of two storey housing and those       
      newly built opposite as 1-20 The Gables have steep pitched            
      roofs.  The indicative plans show a proposed development for 20       
      flats which will respect the size and height of neighbouring          
      properties and therefore in principal it will fit into the            
      street scene.                                                         
                                                                            
      A reasonable area of planting is shown on the plans around the        
      building, which would soften up the appearance of the proposed        
      buildings and contribute to its setting.  The buildings               
      themselves are not large in footprint compared with the area of       
      the site and parking at the rear would not be visually                
      dominant.  If a similar layout was to be followed on a detailed       
      or full planning application, a scheme could be designed that         
      would not appear cramped and would harmonise with the character       
      of the area.                                                          
                                                                            
      (3) Parking and Access                                                
                                                                            
      A total of 27 spaces are indicated, supplemented by cycle             
      parking to encourage use of more sustainable modes of                 
      transport.  The centre of Ongar, with shops and services is           
      about a 15 minute walk away and a local primary school and            
      leisure centre are in close walking distance.  Car parking            
      provision of about 1.5 spaces per two bedroom flat is                 
      recognised as acceptable in such locations and commensurate           
      with the provision on other recent residential flatted                



      developments in the area.                                             
                                                                            
      Highway officers have no objection to the access, particularly        
      as there is already one in this location serving the large            
      restaurant car park.  They agree with a traffic impact                
      assessment submitted with this application that the traffic           
      generated by this development would not give rise to excessive        
      traffic congestion, particularly as this is a previously              
      developed site.  There is concern that pedestrian links from          
      the front of the flats to the road would encourage on-street          
      parking in Fyfield Road, however this is a detail to be               
      considered at full planning application level should this             
      application be approved.                                              
                                                                            
      If the application was approved a developer financial                 
      contribution will be required to be used for highway                  
      improvements in the area.  This figure is likely to be around         
      œ40,000 and is based on the number of flats proposed.                 
                                                                            
      (4) Protected Trees                                                   
                                                                            
      The siting of the proposal will not affect the group of               
      protected elm trees on the northern boundary if it is laid out        
      similar to the submitted plans.  Indeed, vehicular access to          
      the three bungalows allowed on appeal would have run closer to        
      the trees, but should this proposal be granted and subsequently       
      be implemented, there would be one rather than two vehicle            
      access points into Fyfield Road into the site. This would be of       
      benefit for both the trees and highway safety.                        
                                                                            
      Other Matters                                                         
                                                                            
      The Parish Council have previously objected to the loss of            
      green space, but this argument was lost on the appeal decision        
      and in any case, the rear car parking area proposed is in the         
      same area as the restaurant car park extension granted last           
      month.                                                                
                                                                            
      The restaurant currently employs up to 30+ staff and whilst the       
      loss of staff is regretted, it is not a weighty enough factor         
      to justify refusal of planning permission for a development           
      adding to the two bedroom home housing stock, for which there         
      is a need and the government advice and the development plan          
      encourages more efficient use of previously developed land.           
                                                                            
      Summary                                                               
                                                                            
      The proposal would accord with policies of the Local and              
      Structure Plan.  Given the scale of the development proposed          
      and the shape and area of the site and subject to appropriate         
      conditions, there would be no greater and potentially less            
      disturbance to neighbouring residents than the current                
      development on the site.  The development as indicated on the         
      illustrative plans would add positively to the appearance of          
      the street scene and there are no highway objections.                 



                                                                            
      The application is recommended for approval.                          
                                                                            
  
 
      SUMMARY OF REPRESENTATIONS:  
      PARISH COUNCIL - Loss of green space, negative impact on the          
      street scene due to its large scale and proximity to the              
      development opposite, increased traffic and noise on the Ongar        
      War Memorial Hospital, loss of employment opportunities               
      currently provided by the restaurant.                                 
      13 THE GABLES - Parking problems unless two spaces per flat,          
      more traffic on the A414, this is all aggravated by the lack of       
      a rail link, increase traffic accidents with access opposite          
      into The Gables and access here.                                      
      15 THE GABLES - Do not need any more housing as The Gables and        
      The Quarter are under construction, see no plans for any extra        
      amenities for this new housing (secondary school, railway links       
      to London, parking or supermarkets).                                  
      CAMPAIGN TO PROTECT RURAL ESSEX - Insufficient car parking (27        
      spaces) for 20 flats.                                                 
      1-16 (INCLUSIVE) FINCH COURT, COLES CLOSE - Object, building          
      will cause noise and high levels of dust, loss of light,              
      overlooking, have problems with cars parked on the pavement now       
      so are concerned over road safety, wish to spend our remaining        
      years in peace, but do not object to low level social housing         
      for the over 55's.                                                    
      20 FINCH COURT, COLES CLOSE - Object and reduce the vision from       
      my window, add noise where there are elderly persons living           
      close by, reduce my privacy, increase traffic, inappropriate          
      change of use of the land.                                            
      6 THE GABLES - See no objection so long as does not exceed the        
      height of the houses in The Gables and that there are adequate        
      parking facilities.                                                   
                                                                            
      Nos.1,2,3,5,7,8,9,11,12,14,16,17,18 THE GABLES (13 PROPERTIES)        
      - Support the proposal as the current activities associated           
      with the current restaurant are a constant source of annoyance        
      and disturbance to us local residents, residential development        
      is more suitable for the site.                                        
      2-4 MORETON ROAD - Support the application, residential is more       
      suitable use for the site.                                            
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      APPLICATION No: EPF/1480/04                             Report Item No: 5       
 
      SITE ADDRESS:                                                       PARISH:  Ongar                                    
      ONGAR MOTORS & TRANSPORT CO, THE BOROUGH,                       
      GREENSTED ROAD, ONGAR                                           
      APPLICANT:  General Practice Investment Corporation 
 
      DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL:  
      Erection of medical and day care centre with associated parking 
      facilities.                                                     
 
  
      RECOMMENDED DECISION: Refuse                                 
 
     1.   The proposal would result in an increased risk of flooding on this and 
           adjacent sites in a Flood Zone 3 floodplain as defined in Government      
           Guidance PPG25 and modelled by the Environment Agency to be within a 1 in 
           100 year flood event.  The mitigating measures put forward by the         
           applicant do not adequately or appropriately prevent such a flood measure 
           occurring and therefore the proposal will be contrary to policies U2 and   
           U3 of the adopted Local Plan and Government Guidance PPG25 (Development   
           and Flood Risk).                                                          
 
     2.   The proposal includes development in close proximity to an ordinary 
           watercourse.  This will prejudice the environmental obligations of the    
           Environment Agency and preclude the provision of an adequate buffer zone,  
           contrary to policy U3 of the adopted Local Plan.                          
 
 
      Description of Proposal:                                              
                                                                            
      `L'-shaped large, part two, part single storey building with          
      hardstanding on three sides providing access road from southern       
      boundary as currently exists and 60 space car park.  Proposal         
      to provide group practice doctors' surgeries and elderly person       
      day care centre, plus other community health service related          
      facilities (clinics, optician, dentist, pharmacy etc) totalling       
      2,140 square metres of floor space on a footprint of about            
      1,200 square metres.                                                  
                                                                            
      The building will have a shallow curved roof profile at a             
      maximum height of 9.5m and externally composed of a mix of            
      contrasting brick and render, with a pitched roof centrally           
      glazed area as the main entrance to the building.                     
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Description of Site:                                                  
                                                                            
      A 0.55 ha irregular shape site currently leased to Epping             
      Forest District by Essex County Council for use as a lorry            



      park, with access off The Borough.  There is a belt of trees on       
      the eastern boundary, which Cripsey Brook and a footpath runs         
      through, north to south.  On the western boundary are 5               
      residential properties; to the north is open land.                    
                                                                            
      The site is in the Metropolitan Green Belt and adjoins a              
      Conservation Area to the northeast.                                   
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Relevant History:                                                     
                                                                            
      Long history of use of land for parking of lorries since 1950s.       
      In 1978 planning permission was granted for a car and lorry           
      park, which was renewed in 1984.                                      
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Policies Applied:                                                     
                                                                            
      Structure Plan - C2 (Green Belt constraint), BE1 (re-use of           
      urban sites), T12 (vehicle parking).                                  
                                                                            
      Local Plan  -  GB2 (Green Belt restraint), HC6 (affect on             
      Conservation Area), CF2 (location of health care centres), CF9        
      (access available for all user groups), U2 (resist development        
      in areas at risk from flooding), U3 (resist development               
      resulting in increase risk of flooding), DBE1 (scale and              
      appearance of building), DBE2 (detriment to neighbouring              
      property), DBE4 (new buildings in the Green Belt respect              
      surroundings), DBE9 (residential amenity of neighbouring              
      properties), LL10 (retention of trees), LL11 (provision for           
      landscaping), T12 (resist loss of lorry park), T14 (adequate          
      on-site parking), T17 (traffic accessibility, congestion and          
      highway safety).                                                      
                                                                            
                                                                            
      Issues and Considerations:                                            
                                                                            
      The main issues in this case are:                                     
                                                                            
      1. whether development within the Green Belt in this case will        
      be harmful to its openness;                                           
      2. acceptability of losing a lorry park;                              
      3. relationship to the surrounding area;                              
      4. impact upon the amenities of occupiers of adjacent                 
      residential properties;                                               
      5. highway issues;                                                    
      6. trees and landscaping issues; and                                  
      7. development within a flood plain.                                  
                                                                            
      Background                                                            
                                                                            
      The applicants state the doctors surgeries in Bansons Lane and        
      The Ongar Surgery in the High Street are sub-standard and do          
      not meet the needs of a modern health service or the                  
      requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995.  The          



      practices have been searching for a suitable alternative              
      building or site in Ongar and consider this to be the only            
      available site of this size and location.  In addition, under a       
      NHS initiative, Primary Care Trusts have been advised to bring        
      their community services, which may include GP services,              
      pharmacy, dentistry, optical services, minor surgery and social       
      care services together under one roof in new-build projects           
      with primary health care moving out of hospitals and into             
      community care centres.  A new health centre will provide these       
      facilities as well as other community care services (child            
      health, chiropody, health visitors, school nurses etc).               
                                                                            
      Essex County Council have also been looking for a suitable            
      location for a replacement facility for Day Care for Older            
      People, currently provided at the Ongar War Memorial Hospital,        
      which again does not meet operational standards.                      
                                                                            
      A twenty place day care centre, together with expanded surgery        
      facilities and community care staff into a new purpose built          
      building has resulted in the proposal of this size and floor          
      area to serve its community.  The existing doctors' surgeries         
      in Ongar do not have the facility or site area to provide the         
      facilities now required in primary care.  The proposed new            
      building would provide 10 consulting rooms, nurse clinics and         
      treatment room, dispensing area and administration/waiting            
      rooms on the ground floor.  The rest of the ground floor              
      (350mý) will be the day care centre dining/sitting room,              
      treatment room and administration plus a conservatory.                
      Community health service facilities will be located on the            
      first floor (physio, chiropodist x 2, child health, nurse             
      treatment room, minor injuries rooms, speech therapist office,        
      training room/meeting room and other offices).                        
                                                                            
      1. Metropolitan Green Belt                                            
                                                                            
      There is an assumption against inappropriate development in the       
      Green Belt.  Only a few developments are appropriate as defined       
      in Government advice, Structure Plan and the Local Plan.  This        
      is not one of those few developments.                                 
                                                                            
      However, should very special circumstances outweigh the harm to       
      the openness of the Green Belt then there can be a                    
      justification for building in the Green Belt.                         
                                                                            
      In considering this, it should be noted that the site does not        
      add positively to the openness of the Green Belt.  It is              
      predominantly made up of a large hardstanding and in the past         
      has been occupied by large lorries for overnight stay and             
      storage purposes.  There is built development immediately             
      adjacent to it and that part of the site containing Cripsey           
      Brook and footpath will retain its vegetation where necessary,        
      although replacement tree planting is considered necessary.           
                                                                            
      The other main point to consider is the need for the facility.        
      This has been outlined above and the main difficulty has been         



      in finding a suitable, sustainable location for a catchment           
      area that not only includes Chipping Ongar, but outlying              
      villages and rural areas.  In this part of the town it is close       
      to the southern end of the town centre, a large residential           
      area and close proximity to public transport (bus stops).             
      There is difficulty in finding a similar size, suitable site          
      which is also available in Ongar and not in the Green Belt.           
                                                                            
      In summary on this point, it is felt that the very special            
      circumstances do outweigh the harm to one of the main functions       
      of the Green Belt, i.e. its openness, and furthermore, the site       
      is hemmed in by built development, such that losing this part         
      of the Green Belt to a community facility building of benefit         
      to its population, would not be so out of keeping with its            
      surroundings.  It therefore complies with Structure Plan policy       
      C2 and Local Plan policy GB2.  The Parish Council is, however,        
      also concerned with the use of land north of the application          
      site as a potential Nature Reserve.  This development may             
      jeopardise any future provision, but a judgement of priority          
      need has to be made based on what is best for the community.          
                                                                            
      2. Loss of Lorry Park                                                 
                                                                            
      Policy T12 of the Local Plan states that the Council will             
      resist the loss of the existing lorry park until an adequate,         
      suitably located alternative is available.  This policy is            
      somewhat dated, having been drawn up some 10 years ago and the        
      County Council have declared the land surplus to highway              
      requirements, and whilst daytime parking does take place, the         
      number of lorries present are few overnight.  The County              
      Council have no plans to continue to lease this to Epping             
      Forest for this purpose.  Furthermore, this is not neighbourly        
      development set as it is immediately adjacent residential             
      properties.                                                           
                                                                            
      The loss of the lorry park therefore is accepted in this case,        
      given the greater community benefits derived from a health and        
      day care centre than an under-used lorry park.                        
                                                                            
      3. Scale, Design and Appearance                                       
                                                                            
      Whilst the footprint of the building would be large, its height       
      has been stepped down and the roof broken to reduce its bulk          
      and massing.  Contrasting external materials would add interest       
      to its overall design and its height would be a little higher         
      than the average house ridge level adjacent the site (which are       
      about 8-8.5m).  The site will be opened up to the High Street,        
      and in general the new building would have a positive, albeit a       
      dramatic changeable impact upon the visual amenities of the           
      street and on the adjacent Conservation Area.                         
                                                                            
      The proposal therefore complies with policy DBE1 and HC6 of the       
      Local Plan.                                                           
                                                                            
 



      4. Living Conditions of Adjacent Residential Occupants                
                                                                            
      The building is large compared with adjacent residential              
      properties to the west, which include a pair of bungalows at 6        
      and 7 Oakland Mews alongside parking off the entrance road, and       
      larger two storey timber-clad homes at No's. 18 and 19 Turners        
      Close.  The building, however, will primarily be located on the       
      opposite side of the site towards Cripsey Brook and being in          
      the northern part of the site, it would not extend as far as          
      the bungalows.                                                        
                                                                            
      The residents of No. 18 Turner Close, and to a lesser extent,         
      No. 19, will be most affected by the development.  This is            
      where the proposal will be closest at a distance of about 10m         
      from the main rear wall of their house.  Dense undergrowth will       
      also be removed from here to provide vehicular access to              
      parking at the rear end of the site.  However, that part of the       
      proposal in direct view from these two houses would be single         
      storey at this point and in conclusion, the proposal would not        
      be overbearing or visually intrusive to these occupiers.              
                                                                            
      Windows on the facing elevation will serve treatment rooms and        
      clinic rooms, but the use of obscure glazing there would              
      safeguard against overlooking and possible loss of privacy.           
      Other windows facing on the far side limb of the building are         
      more than 30m away, which is a significant distance of                
      separation to not cause undue loss of amenity.                        
                                                                            
      The proposal therefore complies with policies DBE2 and 9 of the       
      Local Plan.                                                           
                                                                            
      5. Highway Issues                                                     
                                                                            
      Parking provision is commensurate for a building of this              
      content and in this location.  It is close to a residential           
      area, in walking distance for many of its residents.  Bus stops       
      are also close by.  The amount of activity at the site,               
      including vehicles coming and going are likely to increase,           
      however, this is compared with the low use of a lorry park,           
      which potentially could be a greater source of nuisance from          
      large vehicle movements if used to its full capacity.                 
                                                                            
      The Highway Authority has currently objected to the planning          
      application but this was before a Transport Assessment in             
      respect of highway capacity and safety was submitted by the           
      applicant.  The Highway Authority are now reconsidering their         
      objection and their comments will be available at the meeting.        
                                                                            
      6. Trees and Landscaping                                              
                                                                            
      A tree survey and planting schedule has been submitted with           
      this application.  There will be a fairly dramatic change to          
      the eastern boundary.  The current footpath and brook will not        
      be affected, but around 13 Poplar trees are proposed to be            
      removed because of the close proximity of the proposed                



      building.  Whilst these are visually important, they are short        
      lifespan trees, which are too closely located to each other to        
      develop properly.  Many are structurally unsound and diseased         
      and there is evidence of gale damage.                                 
                                                                            
      The Council's arboriculturist has advised that a more positive        
      planting scheme be submitted showing replacement planting for         
      the Poplar trees and new hedge/shrub/tree planting to soften          
      the extent of the large area of car parking.  Larger existing         
      specimen trees also along this boundary are shown to be               
      retained.                                                             
                                                                            
      It is considered that whilst the removal of the Poplar trees          
      will open up the boundary, it has the benefit of the building         
      being partially viewed from the High Street.  Overall the             
      proposal complies with policies LL10 and LL11 of the Local            
      Plan.                                                                 
                                                                            
      7. Flooding                                                           
                                                                            
      The site is located in a floodplain and the Environment Agency        
      have objected to the development because it is at risk from           
      flooding from Cripsey Brook.  It lies within a Flood Zone 3 as        
      defined in Government guidance PPG25 and modelled to be within        
      a 1 flood in 100 year event or, to put another way, has 1%            
      chance each year of being flooded.  It also has a history of          
      flooding.  It is a previously non-developed site, possibly            
      because of this.  Also, because it is a building designed to          
      attract the public, especially for young children and old             
      people, it can also be considered as development for vulnerable       
      occupancy.  In the event of a 1:100 year flood, flooding could        
      potentially be to a depth of 0.5m - 0.7m.                             
                                                                            
      The applicants, aware that the site is in a floodplain, have          
      designed the building to be on stilts and voids and submitted a       
      flood risk assessment document.  The design of the proposed           
      building does show the ground floor of the building raised by         
      approximately 1.2m from natural ground level and infilled by          
      grilles to allow water to move through with access to the             
      building via long ramps.                                              
                                                                            
      However, the Environment Agency maintain their objection.  They       
      do not find this method acceptable and there are risks of the         
      grilles becoming blocked, therefore impeding flood flow.              
      This would affect flood storage volume and there is the risk of       
      flooding, as a result, occurring to other residents in the            
      area.  Also the proposed building is too close to Cripsey Brook       
      and an adequate buffer zone cannot be provided alongside this         
      watercourse.  The scale of the building and/or its siting is          
      not acceptable in respect of this issue.                              
                                                                            
      The frequency of flooding may be low but the Government Agency,       
      taking advice of PPG25, state that when it occurs more people         
      are generally affected by rarer floods, with potentially              
      greater risk to life to those frequenting the proposed                



      development, particularly the very old, infirm, disabled and          
      long-term sick, which is likely to be more common in                  
      association with this than other types of development.                
                                                                            
      The Environment Agency believe the site to be wholly                  
      inappropriate for the development proposed.  Officers feel            
      uneasy about taking an opposite view, in view of recent flood         
      events across the country, despite the mitigating measures            
      proposed by the applicant, which includes a willingness to            
      enter a legal agreement/planning conditions undertaking the           
      regular inspection of the void area underneath the whole of the       
      proposed building, keeping the area clear and not used for            
      storage purposes and an hours of use control (no person on the        
      site between 10pm and 6am).                                           
                                                                            
      Policy U2 of the Local Plan aims to safeguard against the risk        
      of flooding either on site or elsewhere.  The clear advice from       
      the Environment Agency is that there is a fear that flooding          
      may occur as a result of the development on neighbouring              
      residential sites.                                                    
                                                                            
      Policy U3 also states that the Council will not permit                
      development resulting in an increased risk of flooding unless         
      it is satisfied that there are adequate and appropriate               
      attenuation measures to minimise this risk.  Given the                
      Environment Agency guidance, the suggested mitigating measures        
      will be inadequate and extremely difficult to enforce in order        
      to ensure against the risk of flooding.                               
                                                                            
      Summary                                                               
                                                                            
      In most respects this is an acceptable form of development.           
      This appears to be the best possible provision of health care         
      related facilities in a purpose built building and on an              
      available site in Ongar, which has so far proved difficult to         
      locate elsewhere and still be available generally for the             
      public community it will serve.  The Epping Forest Primary            
      Health Trust is supportive of the new location and there is no        
      available alternative similar size site in a more central             
      location in Ongar.                                                    
                                                                            
      However, Officers conclude that despite these plus factors,           
      building in the floodplain where no building previously               
      existed would increase flooding to adjacent sites and be a            
      threat to the future occupiers and users of the site.  On             
      balance, therefore, the application is recommended for refusal        
      on this point and secondly, because of its too close proximity        
      to Cripsey Brook without an adequate buffer zone.  A third            
      reason may arise from the Highway Authority (to be orally             
      reported at the meeting).                                             
                                                                            
                                                                            
                                                                            
                                                                            
                                                                            



      SUMMARY OF REPRESENTATIONS:  
      PARISH COUNCIL - Object, support the notion of this                   
      development, but object on the following grounds:-                    
      Development is too large due to inclusion of the day care             
      facility, will lead to increased traffic and hazard for               
      pedestrians.  Increase traffic volumes and site is some               
      distance from the population base with the most requirement for       
      this facility, i.e. the Shelley area, and will increase traffic       
      flow through Ongar, Need to redesign the access of the road           
      junction to Greensted Road to improve site access, Parish            
      Council have been long committed to develop the area north as a       
      Nature Reserve and therefore require clarification as to the          
      effect of this scheme on these longer term issues. The existing       
      footpath within the site boundary should remain and there are         
      serious concerns as to the inadequacy of parking given the            
      inclusion of the day centre within the plans, soft landscaping        
      details are insufficient to allow this building to be                 
      adequately screened.                                                  
      4 THE SPINNEY - Location on this site in this part of Ongar           
      will be a wonderful asset and remove the ugly eyesore of the          
      current site.                                                         
      VINE HOUSE, ONGAR - No general objection, worried that if an          
      alternative lorry park site is not found that traffic will            
      start parking in lay-bys and on the street, Jewsons use the           
      site for lorry to wait until their warehouse is ready, hope           
      parking is for all and not to be charged, site will be                
      contaminated, site access not good near a traffic island              
      between the High Street and The Borough.                              
      10 KETTLEBURY WAY - Site is contaminated (can smell gas), in a        
      flood plain and having lived here for 40 years I have known the       
      site to flood at least 3 times, cutting down trees will make          
      the area less stable and remove the beautiful screening,              
      proposed building is out of keeping, a more central site is           
      required because this is located at one end of the town.              
      6 OAKLAND MEWS - Proposal will add to the drainage problems           
      that exist in the area, should provide increased capacity for         
      foul and surface water drainage, concern this will become a 24        
      hour, 365 days of the year facility which is inappropriate for        
      a residential area, hours of use condition is required,               
      headlights of cars disturb local residents entering the car           
      park, traffic movement will seriously affect access to Oakland        
      Mews and other residencies around The Borough, controls on            
      lighting and signage.                                                 
      7 OAKLAND MEWS - Low rise building which will not adversely           
      affect our property, improve the area which is currently a dump       
      for untaxed vehicles, overnight parking, fly tipping. car             
      parking will be against the rear wall of our garden and               
      concerned over noise pollution, would want a planted garden           
      against this wall.                                                    
      9 OAKLAND MEWS - Not sure this is the right site, should be           
      attached to St Margarets Hospital in Epping or the War Memorial        
      Hospital in Ongar or expand Bansons Lane surgery and make             
      better use of other sites.  Residents and traders use the site        
      for parking and need rear access to their houses.  Is                 
      alternative lorry parking to be made?  Site is in a flood plain.         



                                                                  


